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Forward-looking Statements, Market Data and Non-GAAP
Some of the statements contained in this presentation constitute “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995. In some cases, you can identify these statements by words such as “expect,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” “project,” “forecast,” “estimate,” “may,” “should,” “anticipate,” and
other comparable terminology. Forward-looking statements are based upon our current expectations and are not guarantees of future performance. Important factors that could
cause our actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements include, among others: the COVID-19 pandemic has

significantly impacted worldwide business practices and economic conditions and may have a material effect on Qumu’s business, financial condition and operating results;
the markets for video content and software to manage video content are each in early stages of development and if this market does not develop or develops more slowly
than Qumu expects, including as a result of COVID-19 impacts, Qumu’s revenues may decline or fail to grow; if Qumu is unable to attract new customers, retain existing

customers and sell additional products and services to its existing and new customers, its revenue growth and profitability will be adversely affected; Qumu may not achieve
its goal of becoming cash flow breakeven in 2020 or sustain cash flows or profitability in the future; we encounter long sales cycles with our enterprise video solutions; Qumu
may not be successful at implementing its long-term strategic roadmap; and the other factors discussed under the caption “Risk Factors” in our annual report on Form 10-K

for the year ended December 31, 2020 and other filings made with the Securities and Exchange Commission. We do not assume any obligation to provide updates to any
forward-looking statements, except as required by law.

Certain market and industry data in this presentation was obtained from various external sources, and we have not verified such data with independent sources.
Accordingly, we do not make any representations as to the accuracy or completeness of that data or to update such data after the date of this presentation. The markets and
industry in which we operate is subject to a high degree of uncertainty and risk due to a variety of factors, including the Risk Factors discussed in our annual report on Form
10-K for the year ended December 31, 2020 and other filings made with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
This presentation includes non-GAAP financial measures, which we believe are useful in evaluating our performance. You should not consider the presentation of this
additional information in isolation or as a substitute for results prepared in accordance with GAAP. We have provided reconciliations of comparable GAAP to non-GAAP
measures in tables found in the Appendix of this presentation.
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The outperformers are
playing a new game.
The old world is disappearing

CREATE
CUSTOMER
MOVEMENTS

FAST-FAIL
CULTURE

RAPID PIVOTS

LEAD WITH
PURPOSE AND
HUMANITY

BOTTOM-LINE
IMPACT

RADICALLY
FLAT
STRUCTURE
ELEVATE
HUMAN
PERFORMANCE

SPEED IS THE NEW CURRENCY
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Go Faster:
The Disappearance of the Office and of Time
Continuous inter-connection over time zones, locations, hyper-distributed people

SYNCHRONOUS CONNECTIONS
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THE POWER OF VIDEO ENGAGEMENT

ASYNCHRONOUS CONNECTIONS

IN THE OFFICE

REMOTE/HYBRID
DISTRIBUTED

TIMELESS—
HYPER-DISTRIBUTED

Same time.
Same location.

Same time.
Different location.

Different time.
Different location.
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The Hyper-distributed Org and the
Disappearance of the Office
Requires a next generation operating model

MODERN WORK, MODERN TOOLS
MEETINGS

HUMAN CONNECTION

MESSAGING

?
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Qumu Video Engagement Platform Leadership
Increasing the speed of the hyper-distributed business

AWARDS & RECOGNITION

2021

2021

2021

2021

Industry Leader:
Enterprise Video

Customer Service
Department of the Year

Industry Leader: Enterprise
Streaming and Webcasting

Remote Work Pioneer
Award Winner

CORE COMPETITION
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Qumu Sustainability Approach
Video Engagement Accelerates Business Sustainability

Business

Environmental

Social

Work from Wherever, Whenever

Remote Always

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
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A Video Engagement Platform for the Global
Enterprise

61

Forbes Global
2000 Firms

43

Fortune 500
Members

10

World’s Most
Valuable Brands
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Key Customers

Key Partners
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Partner Ecosystem
• Co-creating value to deliver a differentiated
customer and partner experience.
• Bringing video engagement and innovation
to over 150,000 global resellers through the
TD/Synnex partnership.

• Expanding our ecosystem to drive value with
more global companies
- Go-to-Market extensions
- Enterprise video skillset improvement

- Enabling opportunities to learn new strategies
and open-up new revenue streams

© 2021 Qumu, Inc.
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KEY DIFFERENTIATORS

Integrations
• Integrated with leading video
conferencing, eCDNs, and unified
communications applications
• Leverage your existing video equipment
and production investments
• Extensible to other technologies via
open APIs

© 2021 Qumu, Inc.
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Engineering Innovation in Qumu Cloud
Keeping our SaaS offering ‘fresh’ with a focus on expanding our platform ecosystem

© 2021 Qumu, Inc.

Intentional
Innovation

Open API
Ecosystem

Advanced
Analytics

DevOps
Engineering

Technology
Integration

Creating,
nurturing, and
executing new
strategy and
tactics to foster
intentional
innovation

Delivering new
program
interfaces (APIs)
to streamline
development and
partner integration

Improving data
analytics to
improve customer
value and drive
competitive
differentiation

Applying Agile and
cloud-native
practices to
improve planning
accuracy, delivery
speed, and
service quality

Building partner
and technology
integrations to
increase capabilities
and expand
our market
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TRANSITION TO SAAS REVENUE AND SALES MODEL

Qumu Transition to SaaS Business Model
Transition to SAAS Revenue and Sales Model
• Dedicated account management
• Grow recurring cloud revenue

• Drive strong retention rates

• Vertical expansion

• Accelerate customer conversation from on-prem to intelligent hybrid platform

• Deliver new revenue streams from Mid Enterprise

• Focus on customers and prospects who have moved to distributed computing

• Leverage strong cash position

• Continue being obsessed in meeting customer's needs
CONTINUED TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL EXELLENCE

FINANCIAL STRENGTH

MARKET-FOCUSED
PRODUCT INNOVATION

CUSTOMER SUCCESS
AND RETENTION

• Build on strengths of delivery, security and scalability
• Deliver Intelligent Platform— architecture, features and functionality
to address self-service and distributed enterprise computing
• Be a leader in Work from Wherever Whenever enterprise transformation

SALES EXECUTION AND
NEW CUSTOMER GROWTH

• Building sales pipeline by creating engaging content
and building brand visibility

• Secure top rankings with industry influencers, analysts
• Invest in top management and sales talent globally
• Pursue strategic partners and expand channel efforts

• Lead the way in async video for the enterprise

© 2021 Qumu, Inc.
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Qumu SaaS Transformation Health Metrics
Metrics to measure our transition to a SaaS-first business
SaaS / On-Prem
Recurring Revenue Mix

SaaS ARR YoY Growth

SaaS NRR

$13,100,000

52%

119%

$11,000,000

Q3’21

EOQ Q3’21

Sept-20

Sept-21

2021 YoY ARR Growth: 19%
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Qumu SaaS Recurring Revenue Mix 2019-2023
Transition to SaaS

~70%
~60%
~50%

2023F
2022F

43%
2021F

42%

2020A

2019A
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Transition to SaaS by Installation 2017 to 2021

22%

26%

58%

35%

36%

42%

2017A

2018A
64%

2019A
65%

Cloud
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2020A
74%

2021F
78%

On-Prem
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19% YoY SaaS ARR Growth in Q3’21
The SaaS transition is underway

$13.1M
$12.4M
$11.7M
$11.6M
$11M

$9.8M $9.7M

$9.3M

Q4’19

Q1’20

Q2’20

Q3’20
FY2019
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Q4’20
FY2020

Q1’21

Q2’21

Q3’21

FY2021
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Drivers of Video Engagement Across the Enterprise
TOP VIDEO USES
Crisis
Communications

Townhalls & Executive
Communications

Product Launch

Employee
Onboarding

Customer
Onboarding

Powering a culture to
increase the speed
of a hyper-distributed
business

IT Video Content Management

Live & On - Demand

© 2021 Qumu, Inc.

On-Demand
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Year-round Enterprise Engagement
Ongoing Live and Async Training Courses
Educate team members, partners and customers ensuring depth of
knowledge on key topics

Weekly Updates from Leadership
Communicate regularly with front-line team members
regarding changes and company news

Quarterly
Earnings

Monthly
CEO Townhalls

Deliver earnings
release to
shareholders – handle
Q&A on curated
platform

Enable senior
leadership to keep
employees informed,
engaged and in sync
with business goals

© 2021 Qumu, Inc.

Recurrent Onboarding

Continuous Marketing Events

Develop employees / members with the
necessary skills and behaviors to become
effective contributors to an organization

Promote company brand, product, and service
with real-time engagement external to the
company and drive customer engagement
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Video-enriched Employee Journey
Leverage video for more human connection to recruit, motivate and retain internal teams
Video recruitment to
announce new roles and
attract candidates

New-hire portal to improve
benefits administration and
departmental overview

New hire records
on-demand
welcome video to
the company

Recruitment
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Weekly on-demand
status updates

Ongoing Engagement

Training

Live meet & greets
with leadership and
key points of contact
Company & product
overview content

On-demand videos to
walk candidates through
the pre-hire process

Leaning Portal with an
external LMS to
coordinate and track
product and brand
level training and
certification tracks

Onboarding

On-demand
company overview
for candidates

Team meetings in departments
and cross-functions for alignment
and business progress tracking

Executive communications
to maintain corporate
alignment to objectives
and priorities

Compliance, professional
development and
leadership training and
sales enablement

Live events for
employee
engagement like
ERGs, happy
hours, etc.

Live company
meetings and
townhalls
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Why High-performers Choose Us
Our differentiators

VIDEO ENGAGEMENT PLATFORM
Power a culture to increase the speed of a hyper-distributed business
HYPERDISTRIBUTED
ENGAGEMENT

© 2021 Qumu, Inc.

RIGHT CONTENT
ANY TIME

MEASURABLE
IMPACT
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A Growing Number of High-performers
Have Found the New Answer.

PRODUCT LAUNCH

CONSUMER EDUCATION

ENTERPISE COMMS

RESEARCH DECISIONS

Hyper-distributed
Live Stream

Connection
At Scale

Self-service
Webcasting

Fast On-demand
Delivery

Delivered patient
education content to 12.4
million subscribers,
increasing video
engagement 250%.

Turned 4,000 virtual
meeting rooms into web
broadcasts for everyone,
with 50,000 viewer live
streams monthly.

Transformed research
from text to video, with
15 min communication
updates to premium clients
on market movements.

Executed 1-day virtual
roadshow of the new
Supra to 40,000 dealers
worldwide.

© 2021 Qumu, Inc.
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Powering the Hyper-distributed Business

DELIVER

CONTROL

EXPERIENCE

CREATE

ANALYZE

VIDEO ENGAGEMENT PLATFORM
COMMUNICATIONS | HR | IT | MARKETING | OPERATIONS | SALES | SERVICE
© 2021 Qumu, Inc.
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Qumu will capture market share through
growth of enterprise use cases.
TAM
$21.6B

Total Available Market (TAM)

SAM
$4.65B

Serviceable Available Market (SAM)

SOM
$2.3B

Total market demand for Enterprise Video

Market served by Qumu’s products and services
within geographical reach
Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM)
Portion of the SAM that Qumu can capture

QMC $226M

Qumu Market Capture (QMC)
Portion of the SOM that Qumu can capture (by 2024)
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2021 Financial Update
Continued Progress within Cloud Growth Strategy Drives 19% Year-over-Year Increase
in Subscription Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR) and Improving SaaS Metrics
Execution on our strategic roadmap has undoubtedly strengthened Qumu's position as a leader in cloud-first enterprise video and
jumpstarted our evolution towards becoming a subscription-first business.

Financial Summary

Key Highlights

KPIs
Subscription Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR)
SaaS Gross Renewal Rate (GRR)
SaaS Net Renewal Rate (NRR)
SaaS Dollar Value Retention
SaaS Revenue as a % of Total Recurring Revenue
© 2021 Qumu, Inc.

Q1-2021
$11.7m
93%
126%
104%
46%

Q2-2021
$12.4m
93%
132%
104%
49%

Q3-2021
$13.1m
94%
119%
101%
52%

•

Strong balance sheet, optimized cost structure and
operating runway

•

Experienced leadership team with the right knowhow to transform and scale the business

•

Growing SaaS business supported by improving
SaaS metrics

•

SaaS recurring revenue as a percent total
recurring revenue was 52% in Q3 and moving
toward long-term targets of ~60% by end of 2022
and ~70% by end of 2023
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A Reconciliation from GAAP Results to
Adjusted EBITA is as Follows:
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Thank You

Published by Qumu, Inc.
The information in this presentation is proprietary. In no event shall all or any portion of this
presentation be disclosed or disseminated without the express written permission of Qumu.
The Qumu logo is a registered trademark of Qumu.
© 2021 Qumu, Inc.
© 2021 Qumu, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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